Heat Release Liner
Keeps you cool in the heat of the moment
Exclusive self-regulating feature assists with core temperature control.

The Morning Pride Heat Release Liner is the latest design feature in our decades long effort to minimize firefighter heat stress*

This patent pending design provides vents that allow warm/moist air normally trapped inside the liner to rise and escape at the chest and shoulder blades through vents.

As the warm air rises out of the coat and liner when the collar and top of coat closure are opened, cooler/drier air enters through the bottom of the coat, where four liner vents are also provided.

* still the number one cause of firefighter on-the-job fatality (fig. 1, below)

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Advanced Design
Patent pending vent feature designed to help combat heat stress

Customizable
The heat release liner feature can be ordered in all certified thermal liners and is compatible with Morning Pride® TAILS™ turnout gear**

**Not available for gear manufactured before June 2016

*fig. 1) Fatalities by cause of fatal injury (2016)
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